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Three rounds of the 25
th

 Anniversary Turkey Pool are in the history books and the biggest story of 

the year has nothing to do with slam-dunks, last second buzzer-beaters or regional upsets. Instead 

the clock tolled midnight on TheBrilliantDJT, the “Cinderella of the Turkey Pool”. As Round 2 

came to a close last Sunday evening, DJT remained a “picture of perfection” and was the subject of 

coffee house discussions around Turkey Nation earlier this week.  As reported early Friday 

morning by The Full Court Press (see the special feature on the Turkey Pool website), an 

elaborate “sting” operation at TurkeyCentral exposed an illegal cyber-manipulation of the entry of 

TheBrilliantDJT as the first games of Round 3 were completed Thursday night. Through a 

coordinated effort by the TurkeyMaster, the Tourney-Tracker.com programmers and officials of 

the Office of the Inspector General and the FBI, an “external source” hacked into the Turkey 

Pool database just following the Michigan-Oregon game and then again after the stunning upset of 

second-seeded Arizona by 11
th

-seeded Xavier and changed the selections made by 

TheBrilliantDJT from Michigan to the Ducks of Oregon and from the Wildcats to the 

Musketeers. Cybersecurity experts recorded the website activity and were able to trace the online 

manipulation through digital fingerprinting through a Canadian relay to Uzbekistan. “There is 

clearly a link between the Russians and a sleeper cell in Manitoba which acted on behalf of 

TheBrilliantDJT”, a source close to the investigation reported Friday evening. “We were able to 

demonstrate that similar activity had taken place during the first and second rounds as well.”, the 

official continued. “Clearly this was far from a perfect bracket despite all outward appearances!” 

 

The TurkeyMaster invalidated the entry of TheBrilliantDJT, which quickly became the leading 

trending topic on social media and has dominated texts, tweets and talk across Turkey Nation over 

the past 48 hours. Brazen and unfazed by this public rebuke and embarrassment, TheBrilliantDJT 

apparently tweeted Friday “This is a terrible, terrible thing! Unbelieveable. No surprise to me! 

Everyone knows the TurkeyMaster has a small waddle!” 

 

The ramifications of this turn of events are far reaching since 7% of the Turkey Pool purse had 

apparently been awarded to DJT and the 25
th

 place prizes for Rounds 1 and 2 would change based 

on the disqualification. The great benefactor of TheBrilliantDJT’s fall from grace has to be 

ZekeFromCabinCreek who now gets to make the coveted stroll up to the Turkey Pool trough and 

dip his beak in for the Round 1 feed. On the other wing, the ACTUAL winner of the Round 1 

$25 for 25 Award is now TeeedeeBaby and the ACTUAL winner of the Round 2  $25 for 25 

Award is AndOne. This leaves both OneMoreYearTurkeyMaster and McCracken feeling like 

Paul Ryan after the failed attempt to even call the vote to Repeal ObamaCare.  



 
Paul Ryan doing his best imitation of McCracken and OneMoreYearTM 

 

It all goes to show that there’s always more than one victim in the game of Turkey Pool dominos. 

Just to show the TurkeyMaster’s “giblets” are in the right place, the entry fees for both McCracken 

and OneMoreYearTurkeyMaster will be paid in for Turkey Pool 2018! That’s right…there will be 

ONE MORE YEAR of the Turkey Pool.  

 

Now is as good a time as ay to recognize the solid performance of GiauqueGent#3 who leads in 

the Standings. It has not translated into any ROI (return on investment) for Gent#3 but let’s see 

how the next couple rounds turn out. A quick scan down the topsy-turvy Standings shows that 

Something’sBruin wins the Round 3 25for25 Award! 

 

Of course with the completion of Round 3, we can crown the legitimate winner of the Most 

Cumulative Points in Round 2 + Round 3! Once again, 7% of the total purse was up for grabs and 

at the end of Round 2, the leading real contenders were Catwoman (with 237.59 points), 007 

(233.06 points), ThreeBALLs#3 (227.66 points) and our current leader in the Standings, 

GiauqueGent#2 (226.64 points). Remember that all Round 3 games were worth 23 points! No one 

ended up picking more than 4 out of the 8 games in Round 3. There were 15 Poolers who 

collected 115 points, which were enough to cause “churn” in the Standings to effect this award! 

Here are the top 5 contenders after Round 3: 

 

 Turkey Pooler  Round 2 Points Round 3 Points  Total Rnd 2+3 

 

 Catwoman   237.59   69   306.59 

 GiauqueGent#3  226.64   92   318.64 

 ThreeBALLs#3  227.66   92   319.66 

 SnowWhite   218.66   115   333.66 

 

 and our winner of 7% of the total Turkey Pool purse by the slimmest of margins: 

 

 DonerKabab   218.99   115   333.99 

 

As is the case every year in the Round 3 Update, we bid farewell to the Turkey Poolers who are 

incapable of scoring anymore points for the rest of the Pool. In the culinary vernacular, they not 

only are “done”….they are “well-done” (even though their brackets could not be considered to be 

as such!) So we bid adieu to 007 (who had a promising Round 2 but was “killed in action” after 



Round 3), IrritableBowel (flushed from contention), OracleOfOhio (kind of did about as good as 

the Governor of Ohio did in the Republican race for President), DancingFinally! (actually doing as 

much dancing as the TurkeyMaster did when he went to junior high prom), DuckSoup (5 bad 

picks spoiled the broth), IrishLaxGoalie9 (benched), PorciniTableForTwo (reservations have been 

cancelled), PatchesO’Houlihan (no pot of gold at the end of the rainbow this year), 

ThreeBALLs#2 (a Round 3 castration), Giannella (brackets kinda smella), FiascoMaster (one of 

the most accurate aliases in the 25 years of the Turkey Pool), MasterOfCatan (constructed a road 

to the Last Page of the Bottomdwellers), TheJManCometh (and the Basketball Gods Taketh 

Away) and Jimmer (OMG…Jimmer…more in coming Updates)! So those are the 14 Poolers who 

have none of their Final Four selections still in the hunt. 

There are 60 Poolers who have 50% of their Final Four teams still playing in Round 4 and 31 of 

you have 3 out of 4 teams still dribbling! There is only one Turkey Pooler who has ALL 4 Final 

Four selections playing among the Elite Eight: AmericanGirl. Congratulations! 

Additional KUDOs go out to 7 prognosticators that had South Carolina advancing to Round 4: 

OneMoreYearTurkeyMaster, FastAndEasy, TrypanasomaGambiense, GeorgeP.Burdell, 

LibraryLady, MarchSadness and KentReadKentWriteKentDance#2! 

There were only 3 of you who correctly prophesized the advancement of Xavier past the Sweet 16: 

SoggyBread#2, Matta’sMashers and NigelMordecai. Outstanding!! 

That’s it for now. The next Update will be sometime Monday or Tuesday – most likely. The 

TurkeyMaster is spending a little time on R&R after the stress of last week! He and Mrs. 

TurkeyMaster are spending a couple days on the Left Coast in La Jolla. 


